Strategies of donor lung preservation after cessation of circulation
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[2] 研究経過（Research setup）
Lung transplantation (LTx) is a lifesaving therapy for patients with end-stage lung diseases. However, the number of patients waiting for LTx greatly exceeds the number of donors available. In order to overcome the shortage of lungs, many lung transplant programs are interested in using organs from donors after circulatory death (DCD). However, about 40-50% of potential cDCD are declined because death does not occur in a suitable time frame currently accepted of 120 min from withdrawal of life support therapies (WLST) and cardiac arrest (Machuca TN, Cypel M, et al. Am J Transplant. 2015;15:993-1002, Figure 1).

Therefore, improved strategies to preserve lungs after death may enable teams to recover lungs from more cDCDs, even if few hours of no circulation, that is warm ischemia time (WIT), occurs until recovery teams can arrive to donor hospitals.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a lipid-soluble, endogenously produced gaseous messenger molecule, collectively known as a gasotransmitter, which has been shown to exert anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic, anti-proliferative, and vasodilatative properties in multiple organs following ischemic injury, including the lung. In the ex vivo lung perfusion (EVLP) system, lungs can be ventilated and perfused in a highly controlled environment, providing an ideal platform to assess the effects of CO on ischemia-reperfusion injury in both animal and human tissue. The first purpose of this study was to verify whether CO administration during warm ischemia time and/or EVLP may exert beneficial effects in lung utilization.

In addition, prone positioning in acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) has been shown to provide a more homogeneous distribution of alveolar distending pressure, to reduce lung injury, and to improve outcomes. However, there have been no reports about prone positioning for management of organ donors. We hypothesized prone positioning during WIT after cardiac death could decrease atelectasis and homogeneously distribute alveolar inflation (a critical feature of lung preservation) leading to improved lung function during ex vivo lung perfusion (EVLP). The second purpose of this study was to determine the effect of donor positioning on the quality of lung preservation after cardiac arrest.
The established pig cDCD model closely simulated clinical cDCD scenario with average time from WLST to arrest of 27 minutes. CO during both WIT and EVLP was able to extend the acceptable WIT to 3 hours, have a significant impact in increasing lung utilization in cDCDs. However, a limitation of this strategy was that CO gas was not able to be distributed if there were atelectatic area in the lungs.

Second step of this study was performed to overcome this limitation. In the same experimental model of cDCD, prone positioning provided better alveolar air redistribution and prevented the development of lung atelectasis (Figure 2) and cell death during WIT, with a consequent dramatic improvement of lung function during the assessment phase in the EVLP platform. The more homogeneous distribution of alveolar distending pressure in prone compared to supine position may be crucial to maintain alveolar recruitment in lung donors, thereby improving lung preservation and function.

CO application and prone positioning of DCD donors may increase the number of organs suitable for lung transplantation and recipient outcomes. In this study, there were dramatic improvements of lung function during EVLP even if only prone positioning of DCD donors. However, there have been no reports about prone positioning for management of organ donors even though it is simple strategy and available in all donor hospitals. The results would help many donor management teams to try the prone positioning in several settings.
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